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Introduction 
Next Dimension Wrestling has always prided itself for promoting women's wrestling. However, if that 
promotion were to take a step back and look at their roster, they would see that it is lacking women 
athletes. Seeing this as a problem, The Last Knight and "Black and Blue" Bob Hagar decided it was time 
to introduce a women's division and championship. The Powerful Women of the Galaxy (PWOTG) division 
is born! To go along with this new division, NDW is also introducing the PWOTG Championship!  

This game edition includes eight new women wrestlers that can be used as their own federation, as part 
of the NDW, or plugged into any other federation that uses fan made cards! Their stories are left open so 
they can be used however you would like because as you know, it's up to you promoter!  

Character Biographies – Heroes 

 

Bobbi Jo Boxer – Main Feuds: Lamiax, Contessa. 

Roberta Jones grew up idolizing the legendary Fighting Titans from the GWF. Being from Titan herself, 
Roberta had many hometown heroes to cheer for as a youngster. Roberta’s favorite of all the Titan 
wrestlers was Billy Jo Boxer. Although she had never seen him wrestle live, she had all of his matches on 
holo-video. She even adopted the nickname, Bobbi Jo to pay homage to her favorite in-ring competitor.  

Bobbi Jo wanted nothing more than to get into the ring one day. At an early age, Bobbi Jo began training 
for combat sports. At 12 years old she started to weight train and conditioning her body by running several 
miles per day. Bobbi Jo joined the boxing club at her high school and ended up being the group's only 
female participant. 

At the age of 18, Bobbi Jo had made quite a name for herself in the boxing world. She became so popular 
in the women’s ranks that her idol, Billy Jo Boxer attended one of her fights. Billy Jo Boxer was so 
impressed with what he had seen that he offered to personally train Bobbi Jo. What a dream come true for 
Bobbi Jo! During her training, Bobbi Jo became a very quick study. However, Billy Jo Boxer wanted her to 
be the best that she can be before we would allow her to take her first match. Now that she is 21 years 
old, Bobbi Jo is ready to make her wrestling debut. 

At her debut match, Bobbi Jo was surprised when the ring announcer introduced her as "Bobbi Jo Boxer!" 
Bobbi Jo was over the moon excited, but the best was yet to come. Before walking through the curtain, 
Billy Jo Boxer appeared with one of his old ring capes. Billy Jo Boxer put the cape on the newly 
christened, Bobbi Jo Boxer before she made her way to the ring for her first match. 

Now a full-fledged member of the PWOTG roster, Bobbi Jo Boxer hopes to ignite the classic rivalry 
between the Fighting Titans and the Masked Assassins as she battles the martial arts expert, Lamiax. 
Their matches are sure to be striking fans' favorite bouts. 



Signature Moves 

KNOCKOUT PUNCH – haymaker to oncoming opponent 

 

Lioness – Main Feuds: Guillotina, Lamiax. 

Without a doubt, the most powerful member of the PWOTG division is the AniMan known as Lioness. 
Lioness is the prized pupil of the GWF legend, Iron Mane. Lioness' parents were tragically killed in a 
hovercar accident when she was just a young cub. As an attempt to escape the pain from her tragic loss, 
Lioness journeyed into the dangerous jungles of Andromeda 13. In these jungles, Lioness encountered 
Iron Mane, who taught the young woman the ways of the jungle. 

Being half human and half lion, Lioness possesses near peak human levels of strength and agility. On top 
of that, Lioness has large hands and feet that she uses for hunting. These physical attributes have given 
Lioness a distinct edge in the wrestling ring. Combine this with Iron Mane's training; Lioness has all the 
attributes needed to be a huge star in squared-circle.  

At first, Iron Mane was not supportive of Lioness' ambition to become a wrestler. He wanted her to live in 
the wilderness with the rest of his pride. Lioness was looking for more in her life. She was no longer 
satisfied with the thrill of the hunt. Lioness wanted to feel real competition! Iron Mane reluctantly trained 
Lioness for several years, along with his former tag-team partner, the Incredible Badger.  

With the formation of the PWOTG division, Iron Mane feels the time is right for Lioness to finally make her 
wrestling debut. Lioness is involved in a bitter rivalry with the Gladiator prospect, Guillotina, who has 
chosen to make a name for herself at the expense of Lioness. 

Signature Moves 

Roar of the Lioness – springboard moonsault 
Predator Powerbomb – powerbomb into the turnbuckle 
Mane Event – blockbuster 
POUNCE – running tackle rebounding from ropes 
PRIDE OF VICTORY – camel clutch 

 

Goddess Galene – Main Feuds: Contessa, Guillotina. 



Galene is the Greek goddess of calm seas. She has come to the PWOTG division by time travel, much 
like the Greek Gods of Actagon and Proteus before her. The only problem is, Galene arrived about 50 
years later than planned. 

Whenever word spread through Mount Olympus that Actagon and Proteus were venturing into the far 
future to compete in wrestling, Galene also wanted to be a part of it. Galene had secretly planned to follow 
the Greek Gods in a separate time-traveling vessel. However, things did not go according to plan for the 
goddess. Although she departed just moments behind the Greek Gods, her ship was not adequately 
calibrated for the time jump, thus she turned up several years behind Actagon and Proteus, all the way in 
the year 2130. 

By this time, Actagon and Proteus had long since retired from the ring and returned to ancient Greece. 
Not sure what to do, Galene started competing in various independent promotions and heard great tales 
of the legendary Greek Gods who were legends within the GWF. Their success was the inspiration for 
Galene to one day enter the GWF. 

Taking the name Goddess Galene, this Greek goddess is out to prove she has what it takes to be a GWF 
legend by competing in the PWOTG division. Galene hopes to earn the recognition of FTR scouts to one 
day make her dream come true of entering the GWF. 

The woman standing in Goddess Galene's way is the evil demoness, Contessa. The matches between 
these two will showcase power and technique versus brute force and dirty tactics. Galene has also put 
Guillotina on notice as she pays tribute to the Greek Gods first rivalry with the Gladiators of Aethra. 

Signature Moves 

Poseidon Splash – running splash in the corner 
Mount Olympus Bomb – sit-out powerbomb 
Calm the Seas – leg scissors around head 
GALENE GRIP – dragon sleeper 

 

Cheri Cola – Main Feud: La Belleza. 

Cheryl Cacola has been training to be a wrestler at the Knight's School Wrestling Academy since it 
reopened two years ago. She has been sparring with fellow trainees in the ring for several months now. 
Cheryl has been waiting for her chance to join the main NDW roster. That chance came in the form of The 
White Knight, who had returned to the Knight's School Wrestling Academy as a trainer and an active 
member of the NDW roster. 

Cheryl, who has had a history of being a hot head, began to receive private lessons from The White 
Knight since he was able to change his character. After some time, a romantic relationship began to 
blossom. The White Knight had a reputation of being a bit of a womanizer in the past, but he has since 
found religion and changed his ways. Other trainees warned Cheryl of The White Knight's past, but she 



had real feelings for her trainer. Due to all the unwanted attention, The White Knight and Cheryl have kept 
their relationship a secret. 

However, the secret was kept until La Belleza arrived at the Knight's School Wrestling Academy, in a 
mask, looking for a job. La Belleza made sexual advances toward The White Knight in front of Cheryl 
Cacola. The White Knight denied the advances and asked La Belleza to leave the premises, but that only 
made her more aggressive. Seeing enough, Cheryl tackled La Belleza to the ground with a double-leg 
takedown. Before anything could happen, other trainees and The Last Knight himself separated the two 
women. This ugly situation brought Cheryl and The White Knight's relationship to light. 

Cheryl Cacola has asked to join the newly formed PWOTG division to put La Belleza in her place. Cheryl 
has taken the ring name, Cheri Cola. Being a classically trained wrestler, Cheri Cola may only be held 
back by her temper. 

Signature Moves 

Manhattan Project – atomic drop 
Suburban Nightmare – reverse neckbreaker 
Hot Head Red – head butt to the back of the head 
New York Minute – uppercut 
Checkmate – running cutter 
CHERRY PIT – falling jawbuster 

Character Biographies – Villains 

 
Lamiax – Main Feuds: Bobbi Jo Boxer, Goddess Galene. 

Upon his retirement from the CPC, Daeman started to secretly train a new group of Masked Assassins. 
His prized student is a young woman named Lamiax. Having served as an apprentice at Daeman's dojo, 
Lamiax has seen many students come and go, but none able to finish the rigorous training. Daeman has 
tasked Lamiax with leading a new team of Masked Assassins. 

For Lamiax to complete her mission, she must venture out into the independent wrestling promotions in 
search of new recruits. Her first stop is the PWOTG division where Lamiax hopes to find the next crop of 
trainees for her master Daeman. At first, she does not see anyone that has what it takes to enter his dojo 
but plans to stay within the promotion in hopes that the right candidates will come to her.  

Lamiax is not above dirty tactics to win her matches. She has a specially designed mask that holds a 
venom cartridge that she may spit in her opponent's face once per match. One person to take notice of 
this blatant rules violation is the Titan, Bobbi Jo Boxer. Bobbi Jo wants to put a stop to the new Masked 
Assassins before they are ever formed. These two women are both great strikers, and their matches have 
all the makings of a fantastic feud.  



Lamiax has also befriended the demoness, Contessa. Although friends, Lamiax does not believe that 
Contessa possesses the discipline needed to join the Masked Assassins, but the two women have formed 
a successful part-time tag-team known as the Demoness Guild. Could this new alliance lead to a new 
team of assassins? Time will tell! 

Signature Moves 

Ura Mawashi Geri – hook kick 
Sidewinder – sidestep kick to the neck 
Achernar Side Kick – superkick 
Snake Bite – throat thrust 
Demon Roundhouse – roundhouse kick 
CONSTRICTOR KNOT – triangle choke 
VENOM SPIT – poisonous mist to the eyes 

 

Guillotina – Main Feuds: Lioness, Goddess Galene. 

Guillotina is a member of the war-mongering Aethran race. She has aspirations of joining the GWF as a 
member of the Gladiator team. However, she is considered a runt among her peers. Standing at just five 
feet tall and a tad over one hundred pounds, Guillotina has been overlooked by everyone on her 
homeworld. In an effort to prove her superiors wrong, Guillotina has secretly fled to Earth to join the newly 
formed PWOTG. 

Guillotina has left Aethra without anyone knowing; therefore she has become a refugee on Earth, and she 
has nowhere to call her home. Her Aethran heritage also makes it difficult for her to gain the trust of 
others. Plus, if it is discovered that she has left Aethra without authorization, there will be sudden and 
severe consequences. 

The young Aethran feels that since PWOTG is such a small startup promotion, that she will be able to fly 
under the radar and learn her craft. In order to prove her dominance, Guillotina has challenged the biggest 
and strongest woman on the PWOTG roster, Lioness! This will bring the fans of PWOTG a taste of the 
legendary rivalry between the AniMen of Andromeda and the Gladiators of Aethra. 

Guillotina possesses a hard-hitting style in the ring. She looks to hurt her opponents with repeated blows 
to the head. Her finishing move, OFF WITH HER HEAD, is a diving knee strike to the back of the 
opponent's skull. Will Guillotina prove her value to the Gladiators, and if so, at what cost? 

Signature Moves 

Guillotina Leg Drop – top rope leg drop 
Decapitating Clothesline – diving clothesline from the ropes 
OFF WITH HER HEAD – knee strike to the back of the head 



 

Contessa – Main Feuds: Goddess Galene, Bobbi Jo Boxer. 

There have been several rumors and urban legends that have been circulating for years about an evil 
demoness that has been haunting Earth for generations. Whether it be Bloody Mary, the Lady in Red, the 
Bell Witch, or countless others, chances are the stories have originated with Contessa. Having spent 
several hundred years on Earth, Contessa has enjoyed tormenting people from all walks of life. 

Contessa is a demon from Brymstone that has spent the last several hundred years terrorizing people. 
She has grown tired of simply causing people emotional distress and would like to inflict physical pain! 
Having watched many years worth of combat sports, Contessa really knows how to hurt people. 

Now with the formation of the PWOTG division, Contessa has the outlet she needs to dish out a lot of 
punishment. Contessa is a straight up brawler in the ring. Even though she knows how to wrestle, 
Contessa would rather take shortcuts to punish her opponents. Rumor has it, Contessa wants to build a 
new team of violent fighters to take over the PWOTG. Right now, Contessa forms a part-time tag-team 
with Lamaix known as the Demoness Guild. 

A natural feud between the two oldest members of the PWOTG roster has broken out between Contessa 
and Goddess Galene. Both women have a vast contrast in styles that will lead to many exciting matches 
you will have to see to believe.  

Signature Moves 

Devil's Favorite DDT – rope draped DDT 
Demoness Drop – reverse brainbuster 
SCORCHED EARTH – double stomp from top rope 

 

La Belleza – Main Feuds: Cheri Cola, and the Entire PWOTG Division. 

In a wrestling promotion that contains a venom-spitting ninja assassin, a deadly Gladiator from Aethra, 
and a several-hundred-year-old demon from Brymstone, it is hard to believe that the most hated member 
of the roster is a beautiful woman from Castor!  

La Belleza has been around the sport of wrestling for several years. She got her big break in Dance Club 
Wrestling under her real name, Amber Pini. Many on the roster felt that Amber Pini was only on the DCW 
roster because of her looks. At the final DCW event, the rookie, Amber Pini was placed in a situation that 



was intended to humiliate her. It was a Hair vs. Hair match for the DCW Women's Championship against 
the experienced champion, Rynah Hodge. With the aid of outside interference from Epitome, Amber Pini 
was able to get the win, the Women's Championship, and her opponent's hair! 

Ever since this moment, Amber Pini became obsessed with collecting "trophies" from her defeated 
opponents. She would use her sleeper hold finisher, which she called DREAM MAKEOVER, to knock out 
her opponents and cut their hair. This made most women unwilling to accept matches with Amber Pini, 
thus many promoters decided to blackball the controversial wrestler. 

After taking a small break from wrestling, Amber Pini journeyed to Mexico on Earth, where many of the 
competitors wrestled under a mask. Amber Pini made quite a name for herself under the hood as, La 
Belleza. She eventually caught the eye of Bob Hagar after an altercation at his rival's, the Last Knight, 
wrestling school. Soon after, Bob Hagar invited La Belleza to join the new PWOTG. 

As soon as La Belleza signed her ironclad contract, she unmasked to reveal her true identity. She has 
one goal in mind, collect as many "trophies" from the women in PWOTG that she can, starting with Cheri 
Cola's signature red locks. 

Signature Moves 

Cut Above Splash – frog splash 
Tangled Forearm – roaring elbow 
Hair-A-Can-Rana – hurricanrana 
Snip, Snip, Snip – series of kicks to seated opponent 
DREAM MAKEOVER – sleeper hold 
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